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Chuck Emmett
"Allston, Jerry N."; "Anderson, Kenneth R."; "Balthazor, Steven" ; "Bartlett, Gary"; "Bennett, Michael G."; "Bergstrom, Karl G."; "Bernier, Richard "Dick" "; "Beyer, Ronald B."; "Braastad, Wayne A."; "Brady,
Charles"; "Brooks, Edgar "Ed" T."; "Butler, Bradley L."; "Calnan, Chris"; "Caraker, Robert "Dick""; "Cash, John"; "Clonts, Tom"; "Cooper, James J."; "Coultier Jr., Herbert"; "Cousin, Roger J."; "Crabb, Eugene V.";
"Crider, George"; "Dahl, Michael"; "Day, Stephen"; "Debo, George"; "Demarte, Donald"; "Denzien, James R."; "Deshong, Butch"; "Diaz, Heather"; "Doyle, Warner H. "Howard""; "Dutcher, Ron"; "Edwards, James
N."; "Ellis, Harry"; "Emmett, Charles "Chuck""; "Errante, Joe"; "Evans, James"; "Ewen, Douglas R."; "Farley III, Thomas"; "Fledderjohn, David"; "Fooshee, Thomas E."; "Foran, Joe"; "Frandsen, Bruce"; "Fromm,
Bernard"; "Gilmore Jr., Robert B."; "Goldman, Howard S."; "Gregory, Thomas (Tim)"; "Grieves, Billy A."; "Grissom, William K."; "Haler, Michael J."; "Hanson, Robert N."; "Hartman, Eldon"; "Hawkins, Joseph J.";
"Hayball, Robert M."; "Heller, Harry"; "Herman, Herbert"; "Herold, Glenn A."; "Hillman, Lester R."; "Hooper, Charlie"; "Hough, Stephen F."; "Hunt, Theodore"; "Jones, Davy" ; "Juracka, Bernard"; "Keating, L.A.
"Mike""; "Kerton, Denney"; "Kuntz, Richard"; "Lancendorfer, Robert A."; "Landeck, Al"; "LaRock, Doug"; "Lents, Robert W."; "Lober, DeWayne"; "Long, George"; "Mannetti, John"; "Marcellino, Steven" ; "Marions,
George"; "Marshall, Ray"; "Martin, Sandy"; "Martin, Terry"; "McComb, Dennis"; "McPherson, Angus H."; "Messersmith, Jack"; "Miller, Alan"; "Miller, Paul V."; "Miller, Roger R."; "Moore, Jack E."; "Moore, Tim";
"Moss, Danny R."; "Moss, Layne"; "Nelson, Brent"; "Nelson, Jeff"; "Nelson, Jim A."; "Newman, Carolyn"; "Newman, James F."; "Newman, James W."; "Ortiz, Alex Cmdr."; "Paper, Jim"; "Pellegrini, Bryan"; "Pettit,
Royce E."; "Pittman, Jerry"; "Plantz, Ernie"; "Provio Jr., Nicholas"; "Rankin, Larry M."; "Ratte, James"; "Reed, Dwayne"; "Reel, Daniel J."; "Reinhold, Stanley N."; "Richardson, Jack"; "Roberts, Robert B.";
"Robinson, Bruce "Robbie""; "Roel Galvan (argal@cox.net)"; "Ron Brite"; "Ruggles, Larry"; "Samson, Ramon"; "Sattig, Pete"; "Saunders, Fred D."; "Schlag, John C."; "Schoonejans, Emil"; "Scott, Carl"; "Sherman,
William"; "Shumann, Garry L."; "Simmons, Richard H. "Rick""; "Smith, Kirk"; "Smith, Roger R."; "Stanger, Steven" ; "Stuke, Adrian M."; "Tardiff, Pete"; "Tippett, William M."; "Unser, Donald"; "Varese, Joesph J.
"Wanderer""; "Veek, Eugene B."; "Wagner, Phillip"; "Wall, James L."; "Walt Blomgren (walblomss475@gmail.com)"; "Warner, Robert"; "Waterbury, Gary"; "Watson, Forest J."; "Wolf, Ed"; "Wollcott, William "Bill" ";
"Womack, Richard"; "Wright, Robert"; "Zaichkin, John G."; "Zipser, Martin (Marty)"; "Zomok, Ronald J."
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I got an update on Adrian Stuke after I sent the original status

Flash Traffic. I can't beat Adrian's own words and I missed his humor which,

you can see, he still has:
"Someone, please take the old Voodoo Woman out to a nice dinner and ask her to take the pain out of the head in the old Adrian doll she has been using. I
hurt so bad, I feel so bad, I would have to get well, to be able to die!
No news on the special MRI. This special DR. that does all the questioning during the hour in the MRI must be in great demand. I wouldn't imagine there are
not a lot of those types of people, and thus always in demand which would cause her to have a large backlog of patients. I know I want her so bad to do it to
me (MRI) and get this moving. It is the important prerequisite for my brain surgery, and what is holding it up. I constantly think about it all the time, and think it
is time to just yell out: SHOWTIME, and let's get it all moving. Anything at all would be a start to relieve the pain in my head............ I have a lot of tears due to
the long wait times. It always brings the bad thoughts of waiting for the relief.
I need to find a girl that would be happy with me laying on her lap as she rubs my head. That my dear friend, would be heaven on earth. This would be better
than winning the lottery for me. Baby, Baby, where are you hiding in my world! I don't know why or how it works, but it does give me so much pain relief from
the rubbing. I just remembered this kind of happy stuff only happens at Disneyland, and it is all fantasy in my head that is causing the acute pain. Oh well, you
must admit, it is pleasant thoughts, and I need about one billion of these right now. Please help me God!
Got the crap scared out of me big time. I have heard about this before but just never thought much of it....................... The old man across the street and I
were talking and he put the big time scare on me. Out of the blue he just asked me if my sturgeon was going to do my brain surgery while I was awake during
the procedure? Can you say: Adrian went into shock? I really think that I have been avoiding this point of the surgery. Imagine - skull cap cut off, tissue pulled
back over, brain exposed, and I'm laying there talking to the Dr as this is going on. Probably a very important part of the surgery to make sure things are
moving correctly, etc. Please, Please, Please, make sure that certain important things continue to move correctly. Heehee Dear Barrow Surgery, pick out the
girls with the big brains, I have never in my life really carried about the big "other parts" on the girls. I always enjoyed the girls that I enjoyed being with, and
enjoying their company.
Well, I thought that the old Adrian had returned, but the extreme pain returned suddenly, and I have one of the killers back in my head. Strange how the old
tears can just pour out when the pain takes over. I so need my Voodoo Women to put that magic mojo on me. Better yet, where is the lady with the
magic fingers to rub some love into my head to stop these tears.
Hope this brings you up to date, which is nothing, but wanted to give you a shout out. Please keep the prayers going for me. Tell everyone hi, and I am
thinking of them.

God speed, Adrian.

Chuck Emmett
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